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Abstract 
Noutsos, D., Optimal stretched parameters for the SOR iterative method, Journal of Computational and 
Applied Mathematics 48 (1993) 293-308. 
Linear systems whose associated block Jacobi matrices J,, are p-cyclic consistently ordered are considered. In 
a number of papers, the case of (r(J,P) c [ - CYJ’, pp], where (Y, p are real nonnegative numbers with /3 < 1, is 
studied by using cusped hypocycloids and also by using shortened hypocycloids. In this paper, the SOR 
method is studied by using stretched hypocycloids. The optimal stretched parameters and the corresponding 
optimal spectral radii are found and their behaviour is studied. Finally, a comparison with the corresponding 
shortened and cusped SOR parameters and spectral radii is also made. 
Keywords: SOR method; consistently ordered matrices; p-cyclic matrices; stretched hypocycloids; stretched 
SOR parameters. 
1. Introduction 
For the solution of the linear system 
Ax=b, (1.1) 
the block successive overrelaxation method is defined by 
x(m) =Ttix(m-l) + c, m > 1, (1.2) 
with x(O) an arbitrary n-dimensional vector, and 
_Ea,=(Z-wL)-l[(l -w)Z+wU], c = w(Z - wL)-‘D-lb, (1.3) 
where L and U are the strictly lower and the strictly upper block triangular matrices, 
respectively, of the block Jacobi matrix .Z, which is partitioned into p xp blocks. 
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Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 2. 
Let the Jacobi matrix Jp be a block p-cyclic consistently ordered matrix [10,13]. Let also the 
spectrum of the eigenvalues of J,“, cr( J,“) c [ -ap, BP], where (Y, p are real nonnegative 
numbers with p < 1. 
Two cases can be considered: (a) (Y < /3 < 1 (nonnegative case), and (b) p < 1 and /3 < (Y < 
p/(p - 2) (nonpositive case). 
These cases were studied by using cusped hypocycloids in [1,3-$10,121 and by using 
shortened ones in [1,2,7,8,12]. In this work, the convergence analysis of the SOR is studied by 
using stretched hypocycloids. 
The basic idea in the analysis using stretched hypocycloids is to consider the stretched 
hypocycloidal curve in the complex plane which passes through the points p and ae-ir/p. 
Then, all the eigenvalues of J, belong to the region which contains the origin, together with its 
boundary. (See Figs. 1 and 2 for p = 4.) 
It is well known that the circle 4 = ne”, q > 0, t E [0, HIT), in the complex plane is 
transformed through 
2 =p(@ := 
l-(l-w)+p 
04 ’ 
0 E (0,2), P 2 3, (1.4) 
into a closed curve C, consisting of p arcs symmetric with respect to the lines through the 
origin with arguments 27~Z/p, I= 0,. . . , p - 1. This curve belongs to the family of shortened 
hypocycloids if q < $ where %j is the value of q corresponding to the cusped hypocycloid C,,. 
For q > $ the curve in question belongs to the family of stretched hypocycloids. The transfor- 
mation (1.4) is univalent in both the shortened and the cusped cases, while in the stretched case 
the univalence does not hold, because of the intersections of the curve by itself. The stretched 
hypocycloids for p = 4, in the cases o > 1 and w < 1, are given in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively. 
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From the transformation (1.4) we see that the disk D, := {z: 1 z 1 = q} is mapped into the 
exterior of CP. But the exterior of CP is not readily determined as we see from Figs. 1 and 2, 
due to the intersections of the curve C, by itself. However, it is clear that the shaded region 
which contains the origin together with its boundary, the part of the stretched hypocycloid, is 
mapped into the exterior of II,. This shaded region together with its boundary will be denoted 
After this discussion the following theorem can be given, whose proof, as being known, is 
omitted (see [12]). 
Theorem A. If a( J,) c R,, then the SOR method converges and has spectral radius p( TU,) < l/v 
with equality holding iff at least one element of a(J,) lies on C,. 
The transformation (1.4) is split into its real and imaginary parts as follows: 
x := --&(cos t + (w - 1)7ycos( p - l)t), 
y := - &(sin t - (w - l)qPsin(p - l)t), 
(l-5) 
Let 8 E [0, n/p) be the arc corresponding to the intersection point p in Fig. 1. Then, (1.5) gives 
p = --J-&co, 8 + (w - l)?fcos((p - 1>e}), 
0 = $(sin 8 - (0 - l)vPsin((p - l)e}). 
By putting t = n/p in (1.4) we have 
-i7r/p _ ’ + (l - o)77p e-iT/p z:=Lye _ 
WY 
or 
a = 1(1- (0 - l)qP). 
@rl 
U-6) 
(1.7) 
Equations (1.6) and (1.7) hold in case (Y < p, while if p < (L, then rotating the curve in Fig. 2 
about the origin through an angle T/P, we obtain the same curve as in Fig. 1, with the roles of 
(Y and p interchanged. Then, transformation (1.4) gives 
z’ = teiP/P = 
1 - (1 - W)nPeiP’ 
oqe” 
ein,p _ 1 + (1 - w)qPeiP(t-a/P) 
- 
X-p/p) 7 
orle 
and by setting t’ = t - T/P, we have 
2’ = 
1 + (1 - m)qPeiP” 
one”’ * 
(1.8) 
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Then, let 6 be the angle corresponding to the intersection point (Y. Transformation (1.8) gives 
(Y = -J&c,, 8 + (1 - o)?+os{(p - 1>e}), 
0 = &(-sin 13 + (1 -o)qPsin{(p - l)e}). 
(1.9) 
The point p now corresponds to the angle t’ = T/P. So, 
1 
p = -(1 - (1 - +JP). 
w77 
(1.10) 
In the next section, using the equations just derived, the optimal stretched SOR parameter W 
and the corresponding optimal stretched SOR spectral radius are found and their behaviours 
are studied. In Section 3 the comparison of the shortened and the stretched optimal values is 
made. Finally, in the last section some remarks are made and some applications are given. 
2. The optimal stretched relaxation parameter 
First, three lemmas are given which will be very useful in the subsequent analysis. 
Lemma 1. The function ekd, given by 
(Y sin{ +( p - 2)e) 
-= 
P sin($3) ’ 
with p fived, 
is un increasing function when e(a) E [O, r/p). 
Proof. For the proof the inverse function (y(e) is studied. For this we take the first derivative 
and we have 
d(e) = 
i( p - 2) sin 8 - c0s( +pe) sin{ +( p - 2)e) , o 
sin2( ipe) 
N 3 
for all 8 E [0, V) with equality holding for 8 = 0. Therefore, (Y(e) is an increasing, and positive, 
function and so is the function @c-w>. 0 
Lemma 2. The function fl,,(0) = sin{(p - l>@/ sin(pe) is an increasing function in [O, 5-r/p), 
p >, 2. 
Proof. 
for all 
Differentiation gives 
sin 8 - cos(pe) sin{(p - i)e} , o 
’ ’ 
e E [0, r/p), which proves the lemma. 0 
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Lemma 3. The function f,,,( 0) = sin{( p - l)e}/ sin 0 is a decreasing function in [O, -K/P). 
Proof. This function can be written as the following product: 
- 
f2J’) sin{( p 1)0} sin{( p 
- 
2)8} sin(20) 
1 
1 = * . . = . . .- 1 * - 2 8  i ((  - 3)  sin 8 fl,p-l(e) fl,p-2m fl,2W 
From Lemma 2 we have that each function l/f,,,(0), k = 2,. . . , p - 1, is a decreasing function. 
Hence f2,,(0) is a decreasing function as a product of p - 2 positive and decreasing functions. 
0 
Next, our main theorem follows which gives the optimal stretched SOR parameter and the 
corresponding SOR spectral radius. 
Theorem 4. Let the block Jacobi matrix J,, associated with the linear system Ax = b in (1.11, be 
weakly cyclic of index p, let the eigenualues of J,” be contained in [ -cY~, pp], and let -cY~, 
P*Eu(J$whereO,<P<l and O<a!<p/(p-2). 
(a> If 
P-2 
pP 
<a<p cos” and p< 
cos( $e) 
P co$(p - 2)8} ’ 
then the optimal relaxation parameter 0 of the SOR method, which corresponds to a stretched 
hypocycloidal curve, is the unique real root of 
l sin{( p - 1)0} ’ sin( p6) p6J = I sin((p - l)@} sin B (0 - 1) (2.1) 
in the interval (1, 1 + sin e/sin{(p - l)@), where 8 is the unique root of 
cy sin{i(p - 2)B} 
-= 
s sin( +pe) 
(2.2) 
in the interval [0, IT/P). For the optimal spectral radius of the SOR iteration matrix TGp, there 
holds 
sin{;n;lJe) (W _ 1) = 
i 
sin{(p - l)e} ’ 
P(-%J = sin( p0) 
po . 
I 
(b) If 
P p 
B 
->a> 
P-2 CO+vP) 
and p<l, 
then the optimal relaxation parameter 0 of the SOR method is the unique real root of 
sin{( p - l)fI} sin((p - l)O} 
sin(p0) sin 8 (l-0) 
(2.3) 
(2-4) 
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in the interval (1 - sin 6/sin{(p - 1>0}, 11, where 8 is the unique real root of 
p sin(i( p - 2)O) 
-= (2.5) 
a sin( +pe) 
in the interval [0, n/p). For the optimal spectral radius of the SOR iteration matrix Tz , there 
holds 
P 
’ 
P(%,) = 
sin{(p - 1)0) 
sin 8 
(l-W)= 
( 
sin{(p - l)e) a. 
I sin(p8) * 
(2.6) 
Proof. By eliminating w and 77 from (1.6) and (1.7), we get 
a! 1 - sin e/sin{( p - 1)0} sin{ (p - i>e} - sin 8 
-= 
p cos e + (sin B/sin{(p - i)e}) cos{(p - i>e} = sin( pe) 
2 sin{ +( p - 2)e} c0s( ;pe) sin{ $( p - 2)e) 
= 
2 sin(+pe) cos($e) = sin(ip0) ’ 
which implies that (2.2) holds. Since the function sin{i(p - l)e}/sin(ipe) is an increasing 
function with respect to 8 and since 8 E [O, T/P), (2.2) has a unique real root iff 
sin{+(p - 2)e) _ P - 2 < 2 < sin{ +( p - 2)n/p} 7-r 
sin( tpf3) sin( +pn/p) 
= cos- 
P P P 
or p(p - 2)/p < (Y < p cos(~/p), which holds true by our assumption. From (1.6) we have 
sin 8 
(w - l)TjP = 
sin(( p - i)e} 
and 
sin e 
Po77 = ‘OS ’ + sin{(p _ l>e} 
sin( pe) 
cosI(p - l)el = sin{( p _ l)e} 
or 
1 sin{( p - i)e} ’ sin{(p - i>e} 
-zz 
17” ( sin( pe) 
po = 
I sin 8 
(w - I), (2.7) 
so the optimal 0 must be a real root of (2.1). Let now f(0, w> be the function defined from 
(2.1): 
’ 
f(e, 4 = 
i 
sin{(p - i)e} 
Pm - 
I 
sin{(p - i)e} 
sin( pe) sin 8 
(0 - 1). 
From the Descartes’ rule of signs, this function has none or two real positive roots. Let 
(2.8) 
sin 8 
l-t 
sin( p0) 
sin{(r) - i)e} < p sin{(p - i)e} ’ 
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This inequality implies that p < cos(~p0)/cos(~(p - 2)0), which is valid by our assumption. 
From (2.8), it is easily seen that 
i 
sin 8 
f 0,1+ 
sin{( p - l)e} I < O’ 
and, since f(1) > 0, there is a unique real root in (1, 1 + sin e/sin{(p - 1)/3}>. There is also a 
root greater than 1 + sin 19/sin{(p - 1)0}, but this gives, from (2.71, a spectral radius greater 
than one. On the other hand, if 
sin 0 sin( p0) 
’ + sin{(p - 1)0} > p sin{(p - 1)0} ’ 
which means p > cos(~p~)/cos{~(p - 2181, it can be proved that (2.1) has no positive roots. 
(The proof can be given by taking the partial derivative af/ao and by finding the value of o 
which minimizes f(O, w). The minimum in question is positive, which means that there exist no 
real roots,) So, p must be less than cos(~pO)/cos{~(p - 2)6}. Finally, it is known that the 
optimal spectral radius of the SOR method is l/YjP. So, from (2.71, the equalities of (2.3) hold. 
(b) The proof in the second case is similar to that of the first one. So, by eliminating 77 from 
(1.9) and (1.101, we get that (2.5) holds, and has a unique real root in [O, r/p> iff 
P-2 B 
<-<cos” or p 
P P 
- >a> 
P (Y P P-2 CO@/P) . 
Now (1.9) gives 
1 
/ 
sin{(p - l)e} 
I 
’ sin{(p - 1)0} 
-= 
TP sin(p0) (yw = sin 8 
(1 -w). 
Let f’(/3, w) be the corresponding function: 
f ‘(6 0) = 
sin{( p - 1)0} sin{(r) - 1)0) 
sin(p0) sin 8 
(1 -CM). (2.9) 
From Descartes’ rule of signs it is easily seen that f ‘(0, w) has a unique real 
(1 - sin 6/sin((p - l>e], 1). So, (2.4) and (2.6) also hold and the proof of 
complete. 0 
positive root in 
the theorem is 
The behaviour of the optimal stretched parameters and the corresponding 
given in the following two theorems. 
spectral radii is 
Theorem 5. (a) The function W(a) of the optimal w’s with respect to (Y, for a 
increasing function if 0 > 1 (case (a) of Theorem 4). 
certain p, is an 
(b) The function W(p), for a certain (Y, is a decreasing function if 0 < 1 (case (b) of Theorem 
4). 
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Proof. Since the functions 0(a) and e(p) are increasing functions, from Lemma 1, we study the 
monotonicity of the function O(0) in both cases. 
(a) Let f(0, w) be the function defined in (28, namely 
’ 
f(R 0) = 
i 
sin{( p - 1)0} sin{(p - 1)0} 
sin( p0) 
P@ - 
I sin 8 
(0 - I), 
and let 8, < 8, be two angles in [0, n/p) and Or, W2 be the corresponding optimal w’s Using 
Lemmas 2 and 3 and (2.0, we have 
( 
sin{( p - l>&) _ ’ 
sin( NM 
WlP > 
I i 
sin{( p - 1)4} _ ’ 
sin( Ml) 
%P = 
I 
sin{(p- l)e,} _ 
sin 8, h- 1) 
> 
sin{( p - l)&} 
sin 8, 
(O* - 1). 
This means that f(e,, 01) > 0. We also have f(e,, 1) > 0 from (2.1). So O1 belongs to the 
interval (1, Wz), implying that WI <Oz. The last inequality holds for all pairs 9, < 8, in 
[0, v/p), which proves the first part of the theorem. 
(b) Let f ‘(0, co) be the corresponding function defined in (2.9) and let there exist two angles 
8, < 8, in [0, ~/p) such that the corresponding optimal w’s satisfy WI < Oz. Lemmas 2 and 3 
and (2.4) are used to obtain 
( 
sin{(p - VI} _ 
I i 
’ < sin{(p - l)%} _ 
i 
’ sin((p - i)e,} 
sin( p6,) @‘a sin( NJ 
o*cy = 
sin 8, (1 - 02) 
< 
sin{( p - VI} 
sin 8, 
(1 -wJ. 
This implies that f ‘(el, W,) < 0, which contradicts our assumption that f ‘(01, iii,> = 0. So, W(0) 
is a decreasing function and so is W(p). 0 
Theorem 6. (a) The function p( L~?~~)((Y) of the optimal spectral radius of the SOR method with 
respect to (Y, for a fixed /3, is an increasing function if 0 > 1 (case (a) of Theorem 4). 
(b) The corresponding function p(LZ&>(~), for a fix e d a, is also an increasing function if 0 < 1 
(case (b) of Theorem 4). 
Proof. (a) From (2.3) we have 
i 
sin{(p - i>e} _ ’ 
P(%J = sin( pe) b(e) . 1 
We recall that O(0) is an increasing function (Theorem 5), and so (sin((p - l)@/sin(p0)) p is 
also an increasing one (Lemma 2). The pth power of a product of two positive and increasing 
functions is also an increasing function. 
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(b) In this case the proof is a little more complicated. By eliminating 0 from (2.6) we have 
that the spectral radius of the SOR method is the unique real root of the equation 
P+ 
sin( p0) 
P 
r,P _ sin{(p - 1)~) = 0 
Q sin 8 sin 8 
(2.10) 
in (0, 1). It is obvious that the optimum spectral radius is obtained for the value of 8 = 0. So for 
any other 8 E (0, n/p> we have 
P(%“j =P(=%pj(o) -+qj(6) <PpGpj(;) = 1. 
These inequalities indicate that there exist intervals (0, 0,) and (e’, 1) such that the function 
p(_.YGP)(B) is an increasing function. Let now in the interval (0,, 13’) the function in question not 
be an increasing one. Then, there will exist an angle 8, E (or, f3’) such that p(_F&)(0) will be a 
decreasing function in (or, 0,). In this case, our function has a local maximum at 8, and a local 
minimum at oz. By taking the first derivative of (2.10) at the points 13, and e2, we have 
P’(ei> + 
sin( pe,) ’ 1 l i sin ei ipl/p(ei) + sin(p0,) 1 _p-(p-l)/P e sin ei (Y ( i>P’Cei) 
+ sin{(p - 1Pi) 
i 
’ = o 
sin ei 
a split = 
(sin{< p - l&}/sin Hi)’ 
(sin( @,)/sin 0,)’ 
(P - 1) cos{(~ - l)eJ sin ei - cos ei sin{( p - l)ei) = 
p cOs(pei) sin ei - cos ei sin(p0,) 
) i=1,2, 
where p(0) = p(ZGp)(0). It is obvious from the above analysis that p(8,) > p(8,). We now study 
the function 
g(e) = 
(P - 1) +(P - wl sin 8 - cos 8 sin{( p - i)e) 
p cos(pe) sin 8 - cos 8 sin( pe) 
by differentiating it, where, after some operations using trigonometrical identities and inequali- 
ties take place, it is concluded that it is an increasing function in (0, T/P). So, there do not 
exist 8, < 8, such that p(f3,) > p(8,). This contradicts our previous assumption. Therefore, 
p(2,D)(e> is an increasing function in (0, n/p>. q 
3. Comparison of the optimal stretched and shortened SOR values 
Theorem 7 (Comparison of the optimal stretched and shortened SOR w’s). 
(a> If a < p and there exist both the optimal stretched W and the optimal shortened o*, then 
l<~w*<cj<O<2. (3.1) 
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(b) If (Y > p and there exist both the optimal stretched 0 and the optimal shortened o*, then 
O<O<&<w”<1. (3.2) 
Here G is the optimum (cusped > SOR relaxation parameter o. 
Proof. It is known (see [l]) that, in both cases, the optimal shortened SOR o* is the unique 
real root of 
(+(a+p)o)“- s(W-l)=o 
in L 1 f (P - a>/(a + PII, and the corresponding spectral radius is then 
A simple study of (3.3) reveals that 
(a) for (Y <p and for a fixed p < 1, o*(a) is a decreasing function with w(p(p - 2)/p) = G 
(cusped case) and o(p) = 1 (Gauss-Seidel case); 
(b) for (Y 2 /3 and for a fixed cr <p/(p - 21, o*(p) is a decreasing function with w(a(p - 
2)/p) = 6 (cusped case) and w*(a) = 1 (Gauss-Seidel case). 
These conclusions together with Theorem 5 prove the validity of the inequalities in (3.1) and 
(3.2). 0 
Note. It is noted that the existence of both 0 and o* holds iff p( p - 2)/p < (Y < p cos( n/p> in 
case (a> and iff pp/(p - 2) > cy > p/cos(~/p) in case (b). 
Regarding the two convergent regions defined by the stretched and shortened hypocycloids 
corresponding to the same p and (Y, we can say that from a number of graphs we have run on a 
computer, it seems as if the former is a genuine subset of the latter. However, before a definite 
answer to this issue is given, a further theoretical investigation is necessary. 
Theorem 8 (Comparison of the optimal SOR spectral radii). For the same values of (Y and p, 
the spectral radius corresponding to the shortened hypocycloid is less than that corresponding to 
the stretched one, i.e., p(_Ywz) < p(_YG,>. 
Proof. Again the two cases (Y < p and p < (Y are also to be examined. 
(a) If (Y < p and there exist both the optimal stretched 0 and the optimal shortened w*, 
then these values of (Y and p are connected with the angle 13 via (2.2). By substituting (2.2) into 
(3.3) we get that the optimal shortened o* is the unique real root of 
i 
sin{ +( p - 1)0) cos( @) po 
1 
’ sin{ i( p - 1)0} cos( @) - 
sin( +pe) sin($J) cos{$(p - 1)0} 
(0 - 1) = 0, (3.5) 
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and the optimal spectral radius is given by 
P(-Y$) = 
sin{ $( p - 1)0} cos(@) p sin{+(p - 1)0} cos(@) 
sin( +p0) sin( $3) cos{ +( p - 1)0} (O* - 1” 
(3.6) 
From this relationship, (2.3) is written as 
P(‘%$) = 
i 
sin{+(p - 1)0} cos{i(p - l)f3jpw ’ 
sin( +pB) cos( tpf3) 1 
sin{i(p - 1)0} cos{+(p - l)f3} _ 
sin( 40) cos( +0) 
(0 - 1). (3.7) 
Since cos( $3) < cos( i( p - 1)0}/ cos( @) and in view of (3.1), because of the first equalities in 
(3.6) and (3.71, we have 
P(=%,,) <P(%J 
(b) In case p < (Y, (2.5) is used in (3.3) to obtain the main result: the optimal shortened w* is 
the unique real root of 
I 
sin{ +( p - 1)0} cos( @) 
1 
’ sin{ +( p - 1)13} cos( 30) 
sin( $0) 
(Yw - 
sin( @) cos( $( p - i>e} (’ - ml = O’ 
(3.8) 
and the optimal spectral radius is given by 
’ 
P(%;) = 
i 
sin{ +( p - i)e} cos( ie) 
sin( $0) 
cm* = 
I 
sin{ +( p - i>e} c0s( +e) 
sin(@) cos{+(p - i)e} (’ -o*)* 
(3.9) 
The corresponding stretched spectral radius, from (2.6), is written as 
l sin{t(p - l>e} cos{+(p - l>e} (yo ’ P(=%J = sin( $0) cos( $20) I 
= sin{+(p - qe} cos{+(p - i)e} 
sin( +e) cos( +0) 
(1 - 0). (3.10) 
If we denote by p* and p the spectral radii ~(2~:) and p(,4p,D), respectively, then by 
eliminating w* from (3.9) and W from (3.101, we obtain the following equations: 
I+*, e) -p* + 
sin( +pO) b*)‘/” sin{ +( p - i>e} c0s( +e) 
sin(@) cos{+(p - i>e} (Y - sin(@) cos{+(p - l>e} =O 
(3.11) 
304 
and 
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h,(p, e) =p + 
sin( +pB) cos( ;pO) (p)“’ 
~- 
sin($e) c0s( +e) 
sin{+( p - l)e} cos{$( p - i>e} = 0 
7 
(Y sin( $6) c0s( +e) 
(3.12) 
respectively. From the Descartes’ rule of signs we have that each of these equations has one 
real root in the interval (0, 1). Let ,ii < p*. In such a case hz(p*, 6) must have the same sign as 
h&l, t9>, which is positive. So, &(p*, 6) > 0. By considering h2(p*, 6) and eliminating 
(p*)*/p/a from (3.11), we successively obtain 
h2(p*, e) =P* + 
c0s( $e) COS{ +( p - i>e) 
i 
sin{ +( p - i>e} c0s( +e) 
c0s( ;e) -‘* + sin(@) cos{i(p - i)e} 
sin{$( p - i)e) cos{+(p - i>e} 
- 
sin( $6) c0s( ;e) 
1 _ cos(3pe) cos{i(~ - qe) 
c0s( $e) P* 
+ sin[i(p - i>e] 
cos(;pe) - 
COS{+(P - i>e} 
sin( @) c0s( +e) 
< 
( 
1 _ cos( $0) COS{ 8~ - l>e} 
c0s( +e) I 
+ sin{$(p - i)e} 
! 
cos(+pe) - 
COS{ ;(P - qe} 
sin( $9) c0s( +e) I 
1 
= cos(;e) sin($3) 
[cos(+e) sin(@) - sin{+(p - i)e} COS{+( p - i)e} 
= 
Hence, h2(p*, 0) < 0, 
the shortened optimal 
4. Final remarks 
+cos($pe)(sin{+(p - i)e} cos(+e) - COS(~(P - i)e} sin(@))] 
1 
c0s( $e) sin( @) 
(-sin{+(p - 2)e} cos($e) 
+ c0s( $pe) sin{ 3( p - 2)e)) = 0. 
which contradicts our assumption. This means that p* < ,Z. Therefore 
SOR spectral radius is less than the stretched one in both cases. 0 
From the previous analysis it becomes clear that the optimal shortened SOR parameter 
always gives a faster SOR method than the stretched one does. 
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The ordering of the various optimal o’s in the interval (0, 2) is also interesting. Specifically, 
for w < 1, 
sin e 
sin{(p - i>e) ’ Cc, 
and o* E (6, l), 
while for o > 1, 
LO* E (1, 6) and WE 
The application of the previous theorems to particular cases leads us to interesting conclu- 
sions. As an application consider that of determining the regions of convergence for nonnega- 
tive and nonpositive spectra o(J,P). Let o1 denote the optimal o if o < 1 and o2 the 
corresponding one if o > 1. 
In the nonnegative case we have that p(J,) = p, /3 < 1. If we consider all possible choices of 
8 E [0, T/P>, we have that O1 varies continuously from &I to 1 - sin(n/p)/ sin{( p - l)n/p} = 0. 
If we choose also all possible cr E [i(p - 2)/3, BP/( p - 211, w* varies continuously from Ij2 to 
&i. So, the SOR method converges for all p < 1 and all w E (0, Gz]. If, on the other hand, we 
choose all 8 E [O, 0’1, O2 varies continuously from G2 to 1 + sin e’/sin((p - l)e’} where 8 is 
the unique real root of p = cos( ipe>/ cos{ i( p - 2)e). So, the SOR method converges also for 
all w’s from G, to the one defined by the curve, which is given from the parametric equations 
sin e 
w(e) = 1 + p(e) = 
c0s( +pe) 
sin{( p - i)e> ’ COS{+(P - 2)e) . (4.1) 
These conclusions give in fact the region of convergence in the (p, w&plane (Fig. 3) which was 
determined in [6] by using the Schur-Cohn algorithm, and independently in [12] by using 
Chebyshev polynomials of the first and second kind. 
In the nonpositive case we have p(J,) = (Y. We must distinguish four subcases. 
(i) LY < (p - 2)/p. In this case p can take all the values in (0, 1). So, the two cases of 
Theorem 4 hold. As in the nonnegative case we have that the SOR method converges for all 
o E (0, G2) and also for 
( 
sin 8’ 
WE &,,1+ 
I 
c0s( +pe’) 
sin{( p - i>e’} ’ where p = cos{_L(p _ qef} * 
From (2.2) and the expression for p we get that 
sin{ +( p - 2)e’) c0s( +pe’) 
a = sin(+pe’) cos(;(p - 2)er) . 
The corresponding curve is given from the parametric equation (4.2) and 
sin ef 
0((Y) = 1+ 
sin{( p - l)ef) * 
By eliminating 0’ from (4.2) and (4.3) we get 
2 
w(a) = l+(y. 
(4.2) 
(4-Y 
(4.4) 
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(I 
2 
P 
P-l 
1 
L 
(ii) (p - 2)/p < (Y < 1. Here we have that case (b) of Theorem 4 holds and, as in the 
nonnegative case, the SOR method converges for all w E (0, 1). For w > 1 only the shortened 
hypocycloids exist, since for the cusped one it is obtained that p > 1, and for the stretched one, 
p > cos(~p8)/cos{~(p - l)@. So, for w E (1, w(a)), w(a) is obtained from (3.4) by setting 
/3 = 1 and ~(9~:) = 1. These give 
1 B 
Fig. 3. 
as in case (i). 
(iii) 1 < (Y < l/cos(~/p). Since (Y > 1, the SOR method does not converge for w > 1. If we 
choose all possible p from (Y cos(r/p) to (.u(p - 2)/p (or 8 from n/p to 0), then W1 varies 
continuously from 0 to G,. So the SOR method converges for o E (0, G). For o > G, the 
shortened hypocycloids exist. As in case (ii) we have that the SOR method converges for all 
o E (6, o(a)) where u((Y> is given in (4.4). 
(iv) l/cos(~/p) G (Y <p/(p - 2). The upper bound of convergence for w’s is also o(a), 
which is given in (4.4). The lower bound of the stretched w’s is 1 - sin e/sin((p - l)e}. The 
maximum value of 8, which minimizes the lower bound, is 8’ which corresponds to p = 1. SO, 
by using (2.9, we obtain that this bound is the curve w’(a) which is given by the parametric 
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4 
w 
2, 
(a) = I_ sin 0 
sin (p-l )e \ 
1 1 P 
cosrc/p 
p-2 
Fig. 4. 
equations 
sin 8 
o’(0) = 1 - 
sin( f@) 
sin{(p - 1)0) ’ a(e) = sin{+(p - 2)8} ’ (4.5) 
Finally, the SOR converges for all o E (@‘C(Y), o(a)>. 
The conclusions from the four cases examined give the region of convergence in the 
(a, w)-plane, as we can see in Fig. 4. 
As in the nonnegative case, this region and the corresponding conclusions were given in 
[6,12]. Moreover, analytical expressions for the bounded curves are given here. 
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